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1. Introduction

The direct measurement of phytoplankton carbon (Cphyto) in the field has been a long-sought but elusive goal in oceanography. Proxy measurements of Cphyto have been employed in the past, but are subject to many confounding influences that undermine their accuracy. Here we report the first directly measured Cphyto values from the open ocean. The Cphyto samples were collected from a diversity of environments, ranging from Pacific and Atlantic oligotrophic gyres to equatorial upwelling systems to temperate spring conditions. When compared to earlier proxies, direct measurements of Cphyto exhibit the strongest relationship with particulate backscattering coefficients (bbp) (R² = 0.69). Chlorophyll concentration and total particulate organic carbon (POC) concentration accounted for ~20% less variability in Cphyto than bbp. Ratios of Cphyto to Chl a span an order of magnitude moving across and within distinct ecosystems. Similarly, Cphyto:POC ratios were variable with the lowest values coming from productive temperate waters and the highest from oligotrophic gyres. A strong relationship between Cphyto and bbp is particularly significant because bbp is a property retrievable from satellite ocean color measurements. Our results, therefore, are highly encouraging for the global monitoring of phytoplankton biomass from space. The continued application of our Cphyto measurement approach will enable validation of satellite retrievals and contribute to an improved understanding of environmental controls on phytoplankton biomass and physiology.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
particulate backscatter coefficient ($b_{bp}$). An appealing aspect of this approach is that these light scattering properties can be continuously measured in situ (Behrenfeld and Boss, 2003, 2006; Huot et al., 2007) and $b_{bp}$ can be retrieved from space (Behrenfeld et al., 2005; Siegel et al., 2005; Westberry et al., 2008). These optical properties have the additional important advantage that they vary with particle abundance but, unlike chlorophyll, do not register physiological variability associated with light and nutrient conditions (i.e., variability in cellular Chl:C ratios). However, a drawback of the optical indices of $C_{phyto}$ is that a portion of the scattered light is due to non-algal particles. The severity of this issue has not been quantified because, like all the other $C_{phyto}$ proxies, direct comparisons with analytical field measurements of biomass have not been possible.

A solution to the long standing $C_{phyto}$ problem was introduced in Graff et al. (2012) where a method was described for isolating the phytoplankton community from field samples and then assessing $C_{phyto}$ of the sorted sample through elemental analysis. The approach employs sorting flow-cytometry to identify phytoplankton and separate them from non-algal particles. As demonstrated in Graff et al. (2012), the resultant sorted sample is highly representative of the in situ phytoplankton community. Carbon measured in the sorted sample is converted to in situ $C_{phyto}$ using a cell count ratio calculated from cell counts from the sorted and whole seawater samples. In the original report (Graff et al., 2012) only a small set of samples collected off the Oregon Coast were collected to demonstrate the field application of the approach.

Here, we report analytical measurements of $C_{phyto}$ covering a diversity of open ocean conditions, ranging from Pacific and Atlantic oligotrophic gyres to equatorial upwelling systems and temperate waters. We compare our direct phytoplankton biomass estimates to simultaneous measurements of $b_{bp}$, Chl a concentration and total particulate organic carbon (POC). From this comparison, we provide a new parameterization for the relationship between $C_{phyto}$ and $b_{bp}$, the latter property being the biomass proxy exhibiting the best correlation with $C_{phyto}$. The new relationship can be applied to satellite retrievals of $b_{bp}$ and resultant $C_{phyto}$ estimates employed, for example, in the Carbon-based Productivity Model (CbPM) (Westberry et al., 2008), to re-evaluate global variability in ocean net primary production. Validated assessments of $C_{phyto}$ will also help discern underlying drivers of change (e.g., nutrients, light environment, etc.) in historical field and satellite chlorophyll records (Boyce et al., 2010, 2014; Siegel et al., 2013).

2. Material and methods

Field samples were collected during two cruises (Fig. 1). The first cruise took place in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean (EPO) in conjunction with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Tropical Atmospheric Ocean (TAO) project aboard the NOAA Vessel Ka’iminoa from 7 May to 28 June 2012 (Fig. 1). The second field effort was part of the 22nd Atlantic Meridional Transect (AMT- 22) on the RSS James Cook from 10 October to 24 November 2012 (Fig. 1). During each cruise, surface optical properties were continuously measured and discrete samples were collected for $C_{phyto}$, high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) pigments and POC.

2.1. Analytical $C_{phyto}$ measurements

Collection and elemental analyses of $C_{phyto}$ samples, hereto referred to as direct or analytical $C_{phyto}$, were made following a modified procedure first described in Graff et al. (2012). Surface samples were collected from seawater flow-through lines on both cruises and from a Niskin rosette when possible on the EPO cruise. Comparative tests (data not shown here) were performed during the TAO cruise to compare samples collected using a Niskin and flow-through lines. No differences in the abundance or community composition of the samples were apparent. Samples for sorting and collecting phytoplankton cells were processed on a BD Biosciences Influx Cell Sorter (BD ICS) flow-cytometer. The BD ICS was aligned and calibrated for cell sorting before whole seawater was collected. Sample lines were flushed for approximately 30 min prior to sample collection and cell sorting to remove potential contamination from the fluorescent beads used for alignment and calibration and the detergents in which they are stored. Our BD ICS is equipped with a 488 nm (blue) excitation laser, fluorescence collection at 530 nm and 692 nm, side scatter detection, and forward scatter detection for resolving small particles (down to 0.2 μm). A 100 μm nozzle tip was used for all samples. Gates for selecting and sorting cells were drawn to select for the scatter and fluorescence signatures of all phytoplankton groups present in the samples. Up to 4 mL of whole seawater were sorted at sea for each sample. Sort times ranged from less than 1 h up to 4 h, resulting in 0.75–1 mL samples composed of sorted phytoplankton cells suspended in artificial seaweed fluid (deionized water and sodium chloride) (Graff et al., 2012). A sample of seawater was collected from the nozzle following each sort and used to correct carbon values for sorted samples for the dissolved organic contribution from the seaweed fluid. All samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen (LN) and stored at −80 °C or in LN until they were analyzed.

Analysis of sorted phytoplankton and seaweed fluid samples was performed on a Shimadzu TOC-N analyzer using manual injection techniques. Manual injection methods require less volume compared to automated protocols, which use a portion of a sample for filling and rinsing the sample lines and syringe. Due to sample salinity, ceramic wool in the combustion column was replaced with platinum wire beads (Carlson et al., 2004). The Shimadzu TOC-N provides an integrated area under a response curve for each sample. The difference in area between the sorted phytoplankton sample and the seaweed fluid is attributed to $C_{phyto}$. Each sample analyzed was first acidified to a pH < 2.0 and sparged for 10 min with 75 mL min⁻¹ of ultra pure air to remove inorganic carbon. A minimum of three 100 µL replicate injections per sample were analyzed and the mean area was calculated using 2–3 of the replicates with the lowest coefficient of variation (average CV for field samples = 0.047). Instrument accuracy and precision were checked throughout the day and prior to sample analysis with deionized water and a seawater reference standard (~40–44 μmol L⁻¹ carbon) from the Consensus Reference Materials Project hosted at the Hansell Lab at the University of Miami.

Phytoplankton carbon in the sorted sample was determined by subtracting the mean area of the seaweed fluid sample from the mean area of the sorted phytoplankton sample and converting to biomass using the instrument calibration. The areas for the seawater samples (~18–20 μM) are generally half of the values obtained when analyzing the standard reference material and well above the detection limits of the instrument. Measured signals for sorted samples containing cells are higher than their paired seaweed sample values. The additional signal area due to cells is a variable fraction of the seaweed signal and is dependent upon the concentration and types of cells in the sorted sample. The low coefficient of variation for each sample (median = 0.04) provides the resolution required to determine the difference between the seaweed and sorted samples. Cell counts for the whole seawater samples and for each sorted sample were determined on the BD ICS. In situ $C_{phyto}$ was calculated by dividing the carbon attributed to the phytoplankton portion of the sorted sample by the cell concentration ratio between the sorted and natural samples (Graff et al., 2012). Synechococcus cell count ratios were used here as they are easily discernible as a group from both noise and other cell types based on fluorescence and scatter properties and were present in all samples.

To calibrate the Shimadzu TOC-N, natural phytoplankton were used as a standard material. Whole seawater was collected 25 miles
off the Oregon Coast on three separate cruises. Phytoplankton from each sample were sorted at Oregon State University on the BD-ICS for up to 7 h to obtain enough sample volume for TOC-N analysis and for filtration onto a pre-combusted 25 mm Whatman glass fiber filter (GF/F, combusted at 450 °C for 4 h). Sorted phytoplankton filters were analyzed on an Exeter Analytical CE-440 elemental analyzer following the protocol for POC analysis outlined below. Filters with cells (plus DOC) contained carbon ranging from 8.5 to 20 μg per filter. To obtain phytoplankton carbon values from the filters, GF/F carbon was corrected for the filter blank and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) adsorption (Morán et al., 1999; Cetinić et al., 2012).

To determine filter blank and DOC contributions to GF/F filters over the mass and volume range for sorted and filtered phytoplankton samples, 20 μm cellulose particles (Sigma-Aldrich) were suspended in 0.22 μm filtered artificial sheath medium and volumes ranging from 0.5 mL up to 1 L were filtered through pre-combusted GF/Fs. Cellulose particles of this size should be effectively retained by a GF/F filter with an effective pore size after combustion of < 0.5 μm (Chavez et al., 1995). Cellulose has a carbon composition of 33% by mass. All filters were frozen and analyzed after acidification and desiccation as described below for POC samples. These results provided a measure of carbon above and beyond the known mass of cellulose that should be retained by the filter in the mass and volume ranges of the sorted phytoplankton filtered onto GF/Fs. A linear model was developed using the ratio of the carbon from the GF/F filters containing cellulose and the actual mass of the cellulose on the filter (i.e., GF/F carbon:cellulose carbon) regressed against the measured carbon mass of the GF/F. This provided a correction to apply to the sorted and filtered phytoplankton samples. The calibration was created using the corrected GF/F phytoplankton carbon values and the Shimadzu TOC-N area difference between the sorted phytoplankton and sheath fluid samples (calibration $R^2=0.98$).

2.2. Pigments and particulate organic carbon

For HPLC pigment samples, 1–3 L of whole seawater were filtered onto a pre-combusted GF/F. Each filter was immediately placed into a cryovial and stored in LN. Samples were analyzed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Ocean Ecology Laboratory following established protocols (Van Heukelem and Thomas, 2001).

For POC samples, three volumes of 0.5 L, 1 L, and 2.135 L were filtered onto pre-combusted GF/F filters. Filters were wrapped in pre-combusted foil (450 °C, 4 h) and stored in LN until sample preparation and analysis. Prior to analysis, filters were fumed with hydrochloric acid for 4 h and then dried at 50 °C for 24 h. All POC filters were analyzed on an Exeter Analytical CE-440 elemental analyzer calibrated with acetonilide following manufacturer protocols. POC values reported here were corrected for non-target carbon from filter blanks and DOC adsorption.

At each station, two blank values were determined in order to correct POC measurements for non-target carbon. The blanks included (1) a 1 L sample of seawater retained from each 1 L POC
filtration and then re-filtered through a new pre-combusted GF/F and (2) an intercept blank from the regression of carbon values and volumes for three POC samples at each station. Tests were conducted to determine the relationship of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) adsorption with volume filtered. For these tests, multiple volumes, 0.01–3 L of GF/F pre-filtered Equatorial Pacific and Oregon Coastal seawater re-filtered through pre-combusted GF/F filters. All filters were frozen in LN and analyzed after acidification and desiccation as described above.

Results from the natural pre-filtered seawater tests showed that DOC adsorption was linear with volume, with no saturation observed up to 3 L. As such, a linear approach was taken in order to correct each multi-volume set of field POC samples. For each station, a linear regression between POC values and volume provided a y-intercept blank that represents a filter that has been handled but has not been used for filtration. The 1 L blank value for pre-filtered seawater at each station represents DOC adsorption to a GF/F specific for that water source. Thus, a linear model between the y-intercept and the 1 L blank sample represents the filter blank plus a linear dependence of DOC adsorption. We used this approach to determine the non-target carbon contribution for each volume filtered at each station and subtracted this from the corresponding POC filter value. The method accounts for variable DOC constituents and their adsorption to a GF/F specific at each station where the sample was collected.

2.3. Optical properties

Optical parameters were continuously measured on the flow-through seawater systems of both research vessels using 2 WETLabs ECO-BB3 backscattering sensors (470 × 2, 532 × 2, 955, and 656 nm) mounted in custom-made backscattering flow chambers (Dall’Olmo et al., 2009), 2C-star transmissometers (532 and 660 nm), and 1 WETLabs AC-s hyperspectral absorption and attenuation meter. Optical seawater blanks, which were used to remove the non-particulate portion of the optical signals, were collected by switching the flowing seawater through a 0.22 μm filter using an automatic valve-switch and controller (Slade et al., 2010). Particulate backscattering at 470 nm (bbbp 470) from the ECO-BB3 and particulate beam attenuation at 660 nm (cab) from a C-star transmissometer were calculated following Dall’Olmo et al. (2009). Values reported here represent an average for 3–60 min centered at the time of sample collection for analytical measurements of Cphyto pigments, and POC. Shorter time averages were used in temperate waters where heterogeneity in particle fields resulted in extremely high variability in each parameter over longer time scales, and thus distances, while underway. Growth irradiance (Eg (mol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹)) values were calculated from the daily noon CTD casts as the median mixed layer light level following Behrenfeld et al. (2005) and interpolated between casts to estimate Eg where samples were collected.

3. Results

Fifty-three Cphyto samples were collected and analyzed for the two cruises, 32 of which were from the EPO cruise and 21 from AMT-22 (Fig. 1B and C, red circles). The Cphyto samples were from distinct oceanographic regions traversed during the two cruises, ranging from oligotrophic gyres to temperate spring conditions in the southern hemisphere. POC and HPLC samples were collected at a total of 302 stations, with 107 from the EPO cruise and 195 from AMT-22.

3.1. Analytical and optical measurements

For AMT-22, analytical Cphyto values ranged from 4 to 58 μg L⁻¹ (Table 1), with the lowest values observed in the South Atlantic subtropical gyre and the highest biomass observed in the austral-spring tropical gyre and the highest biomass observed in the austral-spring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range of measured values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cphyto (μg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>4–58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC (μg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>9–229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC Chl α (μg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.026–1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbbp 470 (m⁻³)</td>
<td>0.00046–0.0038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

South Atlantic temperate waters. Measured Cphyto values for the EPO cruise were more constrained than in the Atlantic, ranging from 5 μg L⁻¹ in the North Pacific gyre to 35 μg L⁻¹ in the equatorial upwelling zone (Table 1). Particulate organic carbon ranged from 9 to 229 μg L⁻¹ for the two cruises, while HPLC Chl α ranged from 0.026 to 1.13 μg L⁻¹ (Table 1). As with Cphyto, a smaller range in POC and HPLC values was observed during the EPO cruise (Table 1). The ratio of Cphyto to Chl α ranged from 31 to 358 with a median of 101. The highest Cphyto and Chl α values were found in oligotrophic gyres and the lowest values in equatorial upwelling and temperate waters. Particulate backscattering coefficients exhibited the largest range during AMT-22, spanning from 0.46 × 10⁻³ to 3.8 × 10⁻³ (Table 1 and Fig. 2C and F).

3.2. Regression analyses

Analytical Cphyto measurements exhibited a strong linear relationship with particulate backscattering coefficients (bbbp) (Fig. 3 and Table 2), with bbbp explaining nearly 70% of the variability in phytoplankton carbon (R² = 0.69, root mean square error (RMSE)=4.6, p<0.05). Chlorophyll a had a positive, but weaker, relationship with Cphyto (R² = 0.52, RMSE=5.1, p<0.05) (Fig. 4A and Table 2). Particulate organic carbon also had a positive but weaker relationship with Cphyto (R² = 0.52, RMSE=5.1, p<0.05) (Fig. 4B and Table 2). An even weaker relationship was observed between phytoplankton biomass and Cphyto (R² = 0.42, RMSE=5.8, p<0.05) (Fig. 5B and Table 2), whereas POC showed a very strong relationship with Cphyto (R² = 0.92, p<0.05) (Fig. 5C).

3.3. Optically derived Cphyto

The relationship between Cphyto and bbbp (Fig. 3) was applied to our continuous underway measurements of bbbp (470 nm) to allow for a more extensive evaluation of phytoplankton biomass variability in the study regions. This analysis yielded a total range for Cphyto of 10–31 μg L⁻¹ and 6–46 μg L⁻¹ for the EPO and AMT-22 cruises, respectively (Table 1). A relationship between bbbp at 470 nm and Cphyto is not dependent on the use of blue light as a biomass proxy. The slope of bbbp across the visible spectrum is generally invariant (Stramski and Kiefer, 1991) and it may be possible to construct a similarly strong relationship with other wavelengths of particulate backscattering coefficients. However, 470 nm is close to that retrieved by current satellite technologies (443 nm), and thus, more readily comparable and evaluated for its global application.

Focusing on the AMT-22 cruise, Cphyto-Chl α ratios ranged from 35 to 408 with a median of 99 (Fig. 6). Phytoplankton biomass (Fig. 7B) accounted for 12–97% of POC (Fig. 7A), with an average of 44% (Fig. 7C). Looking more closely at previously defined regions along this transect (Robinson et al., 2006), we find that Cphyto makes the greatest contribution to POC in the oligotrophic gyres (i.e., ‘N. Gyre’ and ‘S. Gyre’ in Fig. 7C), while being a smaller fraction of POC in the equatorial region and in the more southern temperate waters of the South Atlantic (i.e., ‘Equatorial’ and ‘S. Temp’ in Fig. 7C).
4. Discussion

Here, we report direct measurements of $C_{phyto}$ for the open ocean. These data span an order of magnitude, with the highest biomass samples collected from temperate South Atlantic waters, followed by equatorial upwelling regions, and the lowest values found in oligotrophic gyres. These direct measurements of $C_{phyto}$ allow evaluation of phytoplankton standing stocks relative to environmental conditions and independent of changes in intercellular chlorophyll or methodological inconsistencies (e.g. $C_{phyto}:Clh$ ratio). For example, field values of $C_{phyto}:Chl$ a ratios exhibited high variability and ranged from 31 to 358 (Fig. 6A, black circles). Future measurements at high latitudes and in coastal upwelling regions may extend this range in $C_{phyto}$.

For this dataset alone, applying a single conversion factor between chlorophyll and phytoplankton carbon for this dataset would have resulted in up to 3-fold under- or overestimates of $C_{phyto}$ for large parts of the ocean.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proxy Measurement</th>
<th>Regression analysis with $C_{phyto}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{bp}$ 470 (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>12,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC Chl a (µg L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC (µg L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_p$ (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intercept and RMSE in units of µg C L$^{-1}$.

**Fig. 2.** Transect data for the EPO (A–C) and AMT-22 cruises (D–F) of HPLC Chl a (A, D), particulate organic carbon (POC) (B, E), and the particulate backscattering coefficient ($b_{bp}$ at 470 nm) (C, F).

**Fig. 3.** Regression analysis of analytically derived phytoplankton carbon ($C_{phyto}$) with the particulate backscattering coefficient ($b_{bp}$). $R^2=0.69$. Confidence intervals of prediction of 68% (blue) and 95% (red) are shown for the regression. Previously published relationships from Behrenfeld et al. (2005) (- - B, $y=13,000x+4.55$) and Martinez-Vicente et al. (2013) (- - M, $y=30,100x−22.9$) are provided for comparison.
Over the range of biomass samples in this dataset, Cphyto is linearly related to the particulate backscattering coefficient ($bbp$) ($R^2 = 0.69$, Fig. 3 solid line) where $C_{phyto} = 12,128 \times bbp^{-0.59}$ (Fig. 3). The relationship between $bbp$ and $C_{phyto}$ differs strongly from that of Martinez-Vicente et al. (2013) (dashed line in Fig. 3), which was derived by converting flow cytometry-based phytoplankton cell volumes to biomass. Volume based phytoplankton biomass conversions rely upon the assumed $C_{phyto}$:volume relationship(s) (Verity et al., 1992; Montagnes et al., 1994; Menden-Deuer and Lessard, 2000). The range in published values for this ratio can yield an order of magnitude variability in resultant $C_{phyto}$ estimates (Caron et al., 1995; Dall'Olmo et al., 2011). Despite the quantitative difference between our results and those of Martinez-Vicente et al. (2013), a qualitative consistency between these two studies is that $bbp$ and $C_{phyto}$ are significantly correlated. The results of this field study yielded a slope for the $bbp$ to $C_{phyto}$ relationship (i.e., $12,128 \mu g L^{-1} m^{-1}$) that is nearly identical to that in Behrenfeld et al. (2005) of 13,000 $\mu g L^{-1} m^{-1}$. This result was based entirely on analyses of satellite data for $bbp$ at 443 nm. While the wavelength analyzed differs between this study and that of Behrenfeld et al. (2005), this discrepancy would only result in a small percentage difference in $bbp$ values. An important deviation between the current results and those of Behrenfeld et al. (2005) is the lower intercept for our $bbp$ and $C_{phyto}$ relationship (0.59 vs. 4.55, compare solid and dot-dash lines in Fig. 3). The differences in intercept and slope between these equations would imply that $C_{phyto}$ estimates in the earlier study were overestimated, if only slightly. A slight bias (high) in satellite $bbp$ retrievals could be the basis for this difference in intercept. This possibility emphasizes that, in terms of global biomass assessments, a critical need still exists for increasing field validation data for both $C_{phyto}$ and $bbp$. Particulate organic carbon (POC) also influences measurements of $bbp$ (Balch et al., 2010) and may lead to increased error around the relationship or overestimations of $C_{phyto}$ using the existing model. Coccolithophores are a small background component of the phytoplankton community and are inherently included in the $bbp$ vs. $C_{phyto}$ regressions (Fig. 1). When they are a small component of the community they likely add to the error around the derived relationship. However, locally significant increases in POC or blooms of calcifying organisms should be considered carefully in future evaluations and applications of the $bbp$ vs. $C_{phyto}$ relationship.

Our regression of direct $C_{phyto}$ measurements and Chl has a positive y-intercept (Fig. 4Aa and Table 2). This positive intercept is unlikely due to unaccounted for carbon contamination in the samples. Rather, as the result of photoacclimation and nutrient driven changes in intercellular pigmentation, one should expect a non-zero intercept between Chl and biomass in a study spanning a wide range of environmental parameters where an order of

![Fig. 4. Regression analyses of analytical measurements of (A) HPLC Chl a and $C_{phyto}$ and (B) POC and $C_{phyto}$. Both regressions resulted in an $R^2 = 0.52$.](image)

![Fig. 5. Regression analyses of (A) POC and $bbp$, (B) $C_{phyto}$ and $c_p$, and (C) POC and $c_p$.](image)
magnitude change in Chl can be associated with the same biomass. A regression of whole water total phytoplankton cell counts from our study with Chl also results in a significant positive intercept of \(7 \times 10^9\) cells. If we conservatively assume that all of these cells are Prochlorococcus in these high-light low-chlorophyll waters and apply an optimal value of 100 fg C cell\(^{-1}\), from a reported range of 35 (Veldhuis and Kraay, 2004) to 350 (Caron et al., 1995 and references therein), this intercept is approximately \(7\) mg C L\(^{-1}\).

For comparison, an analysis of published data aimed at determining planktonic carbon contributions to total POC (Caron et al., 1995) resulted in an intercept of 5.0 \(\mu\)g C L\(^{-1}\). A more rudimentary approach, and one commonly applied to obtain phytoplankton biomass estimates, is to multiply the chlorophyll values by a \(C_{\text{phyto}}:\text{Chl} (\Theta)\) conversion factor. If we divide our samples based on Chl values above and below 0.25 \(\mu\)g L\(^{-1}\), a value that delineates open ocean gyres from temperate waters in our dataset. Applying \(\Theta\) values which are representative of gyre conditions (\(\Theta = 90\)) and temperate waters (\(\Theta = 30\)) (Riemann et al., 1989; Sherr et al., 2005) the same regression analysis results in an intercept of 6.7 \(\mu\)g C L\(^{-1}\). Lastly, any loss of small cells and/or pigments when filtering through GF/Fs (Taguchi and Laws, 1988; Stockner et al., 1990; Dickson and Wheeler, 1993; Nayar and Chou, 2003; Knefelkamp et al., 2007) would also confound this analysis, shifting the relationship towards a higher y-
intercept by shifting chlorophyll values for samples with small cells to lower chlorophyll values. Thus, the results of our analysis are not unusual and only serve to emphasize the point that Chl is not the best estimator of biomass.

We find that chlorophyll and POC concentrations exhibit weaker relationships with Cphyto than that observed for bbp (Fig. 4A and B). Cellular chlorophyll concentration is strongly influenced by photo-acclimation (i.e. changes in pigmentation in response to changes in growth irradiance) and nutrient-driven growth rate (Geider et al., 1997; Behrenfeld et al., 2005). Accordingly, the capacity to routinely measure Cphyto and Chl simultaneously in the field represents a new opportunity to decipher and understand Chl:Cphyto variability in natural phytoplankton assemblages. Similarly, POC is not solely a function of phytoplankton biomass, but also registers non-algal particulate matter (Banse, 1977). Thus, simultaneous measurements of Cphyto and POC can contribute to improved understanding of factors controlling trophic level carbon balances in marine ecosystems.

In the current investigation using direct measurements of phytoplankton biomass, there is a closer relationship between direct measurements of Cphyto and bbp than for Cphyto and cp (Figs. 3 and 5B). Previous studies have found tight correlations with both of these optical indices and proxy estimates of Cphyto (DuRand and Olson, 1996; Claustre et al., 1999; Behrenfeld and Boss, 2006). The particulate beam attenuation coefficient (cP), in theory, is most sensitive to particles in the size range of the majority of phytoplankton (0.5–20 μm) while smaller particles are thought to dominate the bbp signal (Stramski and Kieler, 1991). Thus, we were somewhat surprised by the weaker relationship between Cphyto and cp. However, it is noteworthy that the correlation coefficient for this relationship is significantly influenced by a relatively small number of samples that have high POC values from the temperate South Atlantic. As discussed below, these springtime conditions were potentially supporting an enhanced grazing community relative to phytoplankton concentration that was being detected in measurements of cP but not bbp. While bbp is supposed to be most sensitive to small spherical particles, phytoplankton have more complex shapes and internal components and backscatter light more efficiently than theory would predict for perfect spheres (Meyer, 1979; Kitchen and Zaneveld, 1992; Vaillancourt et al., 2004; Clavano et al., 2007).

With respect to future field measurements of Cphyto, a cautionary note is needed regarding samples containing very large cells, particularly chain-forming phytoplankton species (e.g., Chaetoceros species). These cells are difficult (at best) to sort using a BD ICS. Consequently, assessments of Cphyto need to include an additional measurement for quantifying the carbon contribution of very large cells (e.g., hand sorted cell collection, imaging flow-cytometry (Olson and Sosik, 2007); microscopic enumeration) when such species are abundant (e.g., open ocean blooms, coastal upwelling areas, nearshore regions, estuaries). With respect to the current study, it is very unlikely that our Cphyto values are biased unaccounted for large phytoplankton. During AMT-22, samples were collected at 20 m depth in the temperate southern region (i.e., the area of highest production for our field studies) and analyzed with a FlowCam. These measurements indicated that the average cell diameter for the largest cells, which were diatoms and dinoflagellates, was 34.5 μm (E. Fileman, Plymouth Marine Labs, personal communication). The set-up for our BD-ICS for these cruises used a 100 μm diameter sort nozzle and thus was able to sort cells in this size class.

Application of the Cphyto to bbp relationship for the AMT-22 cruise extends our Cphyto observations along the transect. Ratios of Cphyto:Chl a calculated using optically derived Cphyto exhibit an order of magnitude range (35–408, median = 99) (Fig. 6A, green circles). While much of this range can be attributed to changes in intercellular pigments due to growth irradiance (Eg) differences between similar light environments are also apparent. For example, 25°N and 35°S have similar Eg values (~ 0.2 mol quanta m−2 s−1) yet very different Cphyto:Chl a ratios, approximately 35 and 110 respectively, possibly reflecting differences in nutrient availability. There are dramatic trends in this ratio even within an environment like the South Atlantic oligotrophic gyre (Fig. 6A, S. Gyre). This variability illustrates the potential error associated with extracting Cphyto estimates from Chl a data.

Another interesting relationship observed during AMT-22 was the latitudinal pattern in the Cphyto:POC ratio (Fig. 7C). Regions with the highest Cphyto and highest net primary production (i.e. Equatorial Upwelling and temperate Spring waters) exhibited Cphyto:POC values that rarely exceeded 40% (average = 25%). This observation contrasts with enhanced biomass at coastal upwelling sites where phytoplankton can dominate POC (Hobson et al., 1973). A low contribution of Cphyto to POC in productive offshore waters, however, is consistent with the studies of Andersson and Rudéhäll (1993) and Hobson et al. (1973), which included peak bloom conditions in a coastal region (Hobson et al., 1973; Andersson and Rudéhäll, 1993). These differences between environments reflect system variability in producer and consumer dynamics, processes influencing the particle field, and possibly the export efficiency of different particle types. The substantial variability in Cphyto:POC values documented in these studies and illustrated in Fig. 7C illustrates the potential for significant error when extracting Cphyto estimates from POC.

The absence of analytical Cphyto measurements in the field has resulted in a prolonged reliance on proxies with tentative relationships to phytoplankton biomass, in particular chlorophyll concentration. Historical in situ and satellite records of chlorophyll have been used to evaluate trends and draw conclusion on phytoplankton biomass and its relation to climate forcings (e.g. Boyce et al., 2010, 2014; McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2011). The recent assessment of Cphyto from satellite bbp (Behrenfeld et al., 2005; Westberry et al., 2008) has allowed a re-evaluation of chlorophyll variability, with some important conclusions. In particular, such studies have shown that temporal changes in chlorophyll over large ocean regions can be predominantly due to physiologically-driven modifications in cellular Chl:C ratios, rather than changes in biomass (Behrenfeld et al., 2005, 2009; Siegel et al., 2013). These findings have strong implications regarding ecosystem trophic dynamics, carbon export, and assessments of change in net primary production. However, confidence in these results has been hampered by a lack of validation data for evaluating the satellite Cphyto retrievals. Results presented here represent a first step in this validation (Fig. 3). We strongly endorse the continued application of this Cphyto measurement approach in future field studies, particularly in concert with paired measurements of pigment concentration and POC, to both improve global assessments of phytoplankton biomass and to allow more detailed in situ investigations of phytoplankton physiology and its relation to environmental variability.

Advances in technology (sorting flow-cytometry, high-sensitivity elemental analyses) have allowed quantitative assessment of a key ocean ecosystem property, Cphyto, that has historically been impossible. Direct Cphyto measurements reported here elsewhere (Casey et al., 2013) have (Martiny et al., 2013; Wallhead et al., 2014) and will continue to be applied to evaluate phytoplankton biomass and physiology on multiple spatial and temporal scales. It will be important to continue testing and improving the measurement approach and building toward a more extensive set of field data, particularly in high biomass waters. In the meantime, the strong relationship reported here between bbp and Cphyto provides a path for exploring local-to-global scale phytoplankton carbon distributions at high spatial and temporal resolution using in situ and satellite optical measurements.
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